North Park Trail Loops

Loop A. Big Loop
- Distance: ¾ mile
- Walk Time: 15-20 minutes
- Surface Types: Sidewalk
- Hazards: Uneven sidewalk, busy traffic on 6th Ave
- Unique Features: View of Rims

Loop B. Inner Loop
- Distance: ½ mile
- Walk Time: 15-20 minutes
- Surface Types: Flat sidewalk
- Hazards: None
- Unique Features: View of the park, lighted sidewalk on the inside

Loop C. Tree Shaded Loop
- Distance: ¾ mile
- Walk Time: 8-10 minutes
- Surface Types: Flat sidewalk
- Hazards: None
- Unique Features: Trees, shaded walk

Parks Rx maps available at: www.hbdyc.org
Pioneer Park Trail Loops

**Big and Short Steep Loops**
- Distance: (Big) 1 mile, (Short) ½ miles
- Walk Time: (Big) 30 minutes, (Short) 22 minutes
- Surface Types: Varies from smooth sidewalk to gravel
- Hazards: Worn surface area, steep incline/decline on East side of park
- Unique Features: Hills, trees, shade, stream nearby on West side of park, view of various park activities

**Southern Loop**
- Distance: ½ miles
- Walk Time: 15 minutes
- Surface Types: Sidewalk and asphalt
- Hazards: Small incline past playground, asphalt trail in some locations, small gap in bridge
- Unique Features: Bridge crossing, creek side stroll, loops around playground

**Southern Loop • Zimmerman Center Path**
- Distance: 7/10 miles
- Walk Time: 20 minutes
- Surface Types: Gravel, sidewalk, asphalt
- Hazards: Gravel path to Southern loop, small incline past playground, asphalt trail in some locations, small gap in bridge
- Unique Features: Bridge crossing, creek side stroll, loops around playground

**Tennis Court Loop**
- Distance: ¼ miles
- Walk Time: 5-10 minutes
- Surface Types: Flat sidewalk
- Hazards: None
- Unique Features: View of various park activities, shaded walk

**Playground Loop**
- Distance: 1/10 miles
- Walk Time: 3-5 minutes
- Surface Types: Flat sidewalk
- Hazards: Children playing
- Unique Features: View of playground

Parks Rx maps available at: www.hbdyc.org